
making outback touring 

ADVANCED
ANTI-THEFT

SYSTEM

WiTi o�ers a revolutionary anti-the� system 
and is the only anti-the� system designed 
specifically for caravans and trailers fitted with 
electric brakes.

The WiTi Anti-The� device detects movement 
via a highly sensitive  gyroscope. If a caravan / 
trailer is hitched or moved slightly whilst the 
Anti-The� is active then WiTi immediately 
locks the brakes, flashes all the lights and 
sounds an alarm. The caravan or camper 
trailer is completely immobilised and will be 
impossible to tow.

EasierEasier

WiTi Anti-The� is now available with optional GPS tracking and alerting for the ultimate peace of mind. WiTi has partnered with 
global leaders Quiktrak, and has integrated QuickProtect GPS Tracking and Alerting into WiTi Anti-The�. This extends the 
functionality of WiTi Anti-The� and provides mobile phone alerts if the alarm is triggered as well as real time tracking in the event 
of the�. QuikProtect is a “location on demand” system allowing the user to locate and receive notifications via the QuikProtect 
mobile or web applications. A key benefit of QuikProtect is that it utilises a low cost credit system, eliminating ongoing monthly 
fees. A credit is charged when an event/alert is activated for example the triggering of the alarm, a location request, low battery 
voltage etc. Upon registration an initial 10 credits are supplied free of charge. Additional credits can be purchased via the mobile 
or web application at a rate of $18 for 100 credits. 



Sensitive to movement and sharp knocks / bumps. 
WiTi Anti-The� contains a highly sensitive 
gyroscope (the same technology found in drones) 
and is sensitive to acceleration and sharp knocks 
and bumps. Simple to operate and permanently 
installed in the caravan – no heavy locks, wheel 
clamps or chains to carry around.

Protects the van from the� (acceleration) and 
breakins (knocks and bumps). WiTi will not activate 
in windy conditions, this type of movement had 
been programmed out. In practice customers can 
walk around inside the van without triggering the 
alarm but if they stamp their foot or slam a 
cupboard door it will activate.

When activated sounds an alarm, flashes all the 
lights (side markers, tail lights and indicators) and 
tLOCKS the brakes

Alarm and flashing lights scares o� intruders and locked 
brakes makes it nearly impossible to tow the caravan or 
trailer. As 99% of the� is opportunistic, by flashing all 
the lights and sounding the horn, hopefully it will scare 
intruders away.

Remains active whilst there is movement Even if loaded onto a flatbed the alarm will continue to 
sound – only when movement ceases will the alarm 
reset. NOTE : the brakes apply for 5 seconds and then 
release if there is no movement. This is to preserve the 
charge in the house battery. The brakes will remain on if 
movement is detected.

Automatically resets a�er 30 seconds if no movement 
is detected

No intervention required to reset the alarm.

Built-in safety features WiTi will not arm if existing movement is detected – 
prevents accidental arming whilst travelling, if for 
example the button on the remote control is 
accidentally pressed.

FEATURES BENEFITS

Model 050965

Operating voltage

Standby current draw

Maximum trailer axles

Maximum rated current

Weight

Operating temperature range

9V - 12V

≤ 100mA

3 axles

30A

300gm

-20C to 60C

SPECIFICATIONS

Part No

050965

051134

Description

WITI Anti-The� System

WITI Anti-The� System & GPS 
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ADVANCED ANTI-THEFT SYSTEM

WiTi Anti-The� can also be purchased with full GPS tracking , notifications and talerts sent to a mobile 
phone app.

GPS Tracking and mobile phone alerts in the event 
of the� or break-in.

Compliments the Anti-The� system with full GPS 
Tracking and alerts to the mobile phone app if the WiTi 
Anti-The� alarm is triggered.

No monthly subscription, credit based system. 
Credits are deducted if the alarm is activated.

No ongoing monthly or annual fees reduces cost of 
ownership. $18 for 100 credits provides excellent value 
for money. Credits have no expiration date. Credits are 
purchased on the App 10 credits provided free of charge 
once the GPS is activated online

No SIM Card required The GPS is supplied with it’s own SIM card and is network 
independent. It will operate on any available network – 
Telstra, Optus, Vodafone etc.

Mobile phone app (IOS and Android) and alerts Notifications sent to mobile phone App if the alarm 
is triggered, battery low voltage, battery tampering 
or the caravan/trailer leaves a preset geo-fence.

Tracking and Recovery Assistance in the event of the� Live tracking and recovery assistance provided by a 24/7 
call center who will work with the authorities to recover 
the stolen caravan / trailer. To report a the� customers 
simply press a button on the mobile phone app to 
initiate the tracking and recovery process.

Ability to configure additional notifications Notifications can be set for low voltage alarms if the 
caravan battery drops below 11.5V or if the battery is 
disconnected or tampered with or the caravan/trailer 
exits the geo-fence.

FEATURES BENEFITS


